Effects of protracted exposure to low intensity radio frequency fields on CHO cells in culture.
This study was performed in order to investigate the biological effects of chronic exposure to low intensity radio frequency fields. By using CHO cells in culture, it was possible to extend exposure to several cell generations. The RF field consisted of a 27 MHz magnetic field (6 A/m), which produces a specific absorption rate of 1 W/kg. Exposure was continued for two to five days. The cells were then studied with respect to certain cell biological parameters: vital staining, plating efficiency, growth rate, volume and physical properties of the intracellular water, as measured by NMR. Scanning electron microscopy studies were also performed. A significant difference between exposed and control cells was found only with respect to intracellular water. A 10% decrease in line width which may indicate a corresponding increase in the spin-spin relaxation time was noted after exposure. A change in the colony forming pattern was also observed in thin cultures after two days of exposure.